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Abstract. A simple geometric críterion on the linear stability of stationary solutions of nonlinear 
second order parabolic equations on a finite segment is stated and proved. 
This note deals with the linear stability of the stationary solutions of the problem 
f(u,ux,uX3,,ut) = 0 in 0 < x< /, t > 0, ? (1) 
BQ(U)UX) = 0 at x = 0, Bi(u,ux) = 0 at x = 1, (2) 
where/ , B0 and Bi are C1 functions such that fg(u,p,q, r) > 1, fr(u,p,q,r) < —1 whenever 
f(u,p,q,r) = 0 (i.e., equation (1) is uniformly parabolic), and, for ¿ = 0,1, Biu(u,p)2 + 
Bip{u>P)2 i1 0 whenever Bi(u,p) = 0 (i.e., the boundary conditions (2) define simple curves 
in the phase plañe of (1) with ut = 0). If, in addition, / depends linearly on p, q and r, 
then (l)-(2) is a standard reaction-diffusion-convection problem. See [1-2] and [3-4] for 
applications in the frameworks of charge distributions in semiconductors and of reactant 
concentration and temperature distributions in porous catalysts. 
Linear stability properties of an stationary solution of (l)-(2), U, are defined in terms of 
the sign of the largest eigenvalue, Ai, of the linearised problem 
£(U)v = \v in 0 < a ; < f , &i(U)v = 0 at x = il, for i = 0,1, (3) 
where the operators £({/), *BQ(U) and *Bi(í7) are defined as 
Z{U)v = <f>(x)v" + tp(x)v' + $(x)v, fBi(U)v = ai(U)v' + bi{U)vt (4) 
where, for x £ (0,/), <f>(x) = -fg/fr, V>(x) = -fp/fr, and if>(x) = -fu/fr, at (u,p,q,r) = 
(U(x),Ux(x))Uxx(x),0), and for i = 0,1, 
ai(U) = Bipi bi(U)^Biu a,t (u>P) = (U(il),Ux{il)). (5) 
As is well known, the eigenvalues of (3) are real, and the eigenfunctions associated with Ai 
do not vanish in 0 < x < /. The stationary solution U is linearly exponentially stable (resp. 
linearly stable or unstable) if Ai < 0 (resp. Ai < 0 or Aj > 0). 
We introduce for convenience the following defmitions concerning the boundary conditions. 
If ( - l ) i + 1 ai{U) Ux{il)[ai{U) Uxx(il) + UU) MU)) < 0-(resp. = 0 or > 0), a{{U) ¿ 0 and 
Ux(il) / 0, then the boundary condition (2) at x = il is said to be oítype A~ (resp. ,4o or 
A+) with résped to the stationary sohiion U. íf a¿(C/) = 0 and U„(il) = 0 (resp. ^ 0) then 
the boundary condition (2) at a; = il is oítype AQ (resp. A+). Finally, if a¿((7) ^ 0 and 
Ux(il) = 0 then the boundary condition (2) at x = il is oítype A~. 
Below, / will be treated as a bífurcation parameter, and the stationary solution U imbed-
ded in a one-parameter family of stationary solutions of (1), (x,u) —*• V(x,fi), as follows, 
For each (sufficiently small) //, V(-,(i) is the unique solution of the initial valué probleni 
posed by 
f(VtV„Vm,0) = Q if* > 0 , B0(V,Vx) = 0 akx = Q, (6) 
V = 17(0) + fi if a0(U) / O , Vx= Ux(0) + /i if a0(U) - 0, at x = 0. (7) 
Notice that V(x,Q) ~ U(x). If the boundary condition at x = l is not of type A° with 
respect to U, i.e,, if ai(U) Uxx(l) + &i(í7) U$(l) ^ 0, then, for sufficiently small ¡i, afunction 
fj. —> L(/i) is well defined by 
Bi(7(iw,/»)(y,(iwJrt) = o, ¿(o) = Í, (s) 
as obtained when appíying standard results on the regular dependence of the solution of 
initial valué problems (such as (6)-(7)) on initial data, and the implicit function theorem. 
Also, by differentiating in (6)-(8) with respect to \i, we íind that the function vy{x) ~ 
V^(x,0) satisfies 
£ ( 0 > i = 0 in 0 < x < l, (9) 
fl&o(ü>i = 0, v1 = lifa0(U)¿0, vi = 1 if ao(U) = 0t a t « = 0, (10) 
®i(^)(«i + Ipvo) - 0 at x = J, where /„ = ¿'(0) and v0 = 17». (11) 
To end up these preliminaries, we give the following well known Sturm comparison theo-
rem, to be used systematically in the sequel, The result is a straightforward generalisation 
of the standard comparison theorem in [5, p. 208, Theorem 1.1], and its simple proof is 
included for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA. Let the operator £ be defined by £u = <j>(x)v" + ¡p(x)v' + ip(x)v, where the con-
tinuous functions <j), ip and i¡) are such that <$>(x) > 1 in /i < x < I2, and let the C2-functions 
w\ and t¿>2 and íiie consÉanís 0*1 and &2 be such that 
Zw\ = (Ti W\, 2.W2 = 0"2 u>2 I1J h<x<h* (12) 
w[{h)w2{h) < w^w'^h), w'1{h)w2{l2) > ti7i(/2)«4(/2). (13) 
If W1W2 > 0 in ¡i < x < ¡2, then <r\ ^ a2- If, iR addition, one of the inequalities (13) is 
strict, then <r\ > 02-
P R O O F : The result follows from the inequality 
f\<T1-a2)<l>{x)-1w1{x)w2{x)exV [" <p(£) fá)'1 <% dx > °. (14) 
that is a strict inequality if one of the inequalities (13) is strict. Equation (14) is ob-
tained, when taking into account (13), upon multiplication of the first equation in (12) 
by <f>(x)~ w2(x) explf* <p(£) <¿>(£)~ d£\, multiplication of the second equation in (12) by 
<¡>{x)~ W\{x) expt/* y>(£) 0(£)~ d£], subtraction, integration in (0,/), and integration by 
parts. 
The main result of this note is contained in the following 
THEOREM. Under the assumptions above, let U be a stationary solution of (l)-(2), let Ai 
be the largest eigenvalue of the linearised problem (3), let n be the number ofcritical points 
of U in the intervaJ (0,1), and let X and Y (— A~,A° or A+) be the type of boundary 
conditions (2), at x = 0 and x = l respectively, with respect to U. Then: 
(1) Ai < 0 if n = 0 and either (i) X = A+ and Y - A° or A+, or (¿i) X = A+ or A° 
and Y = A+. 
(2) Ai = O if n = O and X = Y = A°. 
• (3) Ai > O if either (i) n > 2, or (ii) n = 1 and either X orY is equal to A~ or A°, or 
(iii) n = O, X = A- and Y = A~ or A°, or (iv) n - O, X = A~ or A° and Y = A". 
(4) sgn(Aj) = - sgnf^CO)/^) if either (i) n = 1 andX = Y = A+, or (ii) n = 0, X = A+ 
and Y-A-. 
(5) sgn(Ai) = sgn(r/„(/)^) if n = 0, X = A~ and Y - A+. 
riere sgn(x) ~ x/ \ x \ if x ^ O, sgn(O) = O and 1^ is deñned in (11). 
PROOF: Let v (> 0 in 0 < x < l) be an eigenfunction associated with Ai, and let VQ = Ux. 
Notice that Z(U)VQ = 0 in 0 < x < /. 
(1) Apply the Lemma with w\ = |t>0|, 0\ — 0, w2 = w, <r2 = Ai, l\ = 0 and fe = f. 
(2) As in the previous case, it is seen that Ai < 0. Also, A = 0 is an eigenvalue of (3) (v0 
is the associated eigenfunction). 
(3) Apply the Lemma with W\ = v, ÍT1 = Ai, w2 = \v0\, cr2 = 0 and: (i) fe and fe equal to 
two consecutive zeroes of v0; (ii) fe = 0 (resp. fe = /) and fe (resp. fe) equal to the zero of 
v0 in (0, l)i£X = A' or Á° (resp. if Y = A~ or A°); (iii)-(iv) fe = 0 and fe = /. 
(4) If (¿) holds, then v0(0) u0(/) < 0 and (see (11)) 
either a^U) = 0 and sgn(ui(/)) = sgn(íM i>o(0)), 
or ai(17) / 0 and sgn[ai(?7) « i t>i] = s g n ^ v0(0)). (15) 
Then v% > 0 in 0 < x < x0, and either vi > 0 in XQ < x < 1 or v± has a simple zexo in (aro, 0> 
where x0 is the zero of VQ in (0,/). This is proven by a contradiction argument. Assume, on 
the contrary, that either (a) 0 < x\ < x0 or (b) x0 < x\ < x2 < 1, for some x\ and x2 such 
that ui(xi) = v\(x2) = 0, vi > 0 in (0,xi) and v\ ^ 0 in (xi,X2). If (a) (resp. (¿)) holds, 
then, by applying the Lemma with W\ = \v0\, w2 = \vi\, a\ = a2 — 0, fe = 0 and l2 = x\ 
(resp. fe = xi and l2 = x2) we obtain 0 — <7i < u2 = 0 (thus, a contradiction). 
Now, if lp vo(0) ^ 0, then U i > 0 i n 0 < x < / (otherwise, x\ G (0, /) would exist such that 
VQ ^ 0 and vi < 0 in xi < x < /, vo(a;i) ¿^ 0 and ui(xi) = 0, and a contradiction would 
be obtained by applying the Lemma with w^ = \vo\, w2 = — vi, <Ti = a2 — 0, h = x\ and 
¿2 = 0- I j e t M^ uo(0) > 0. Application of the Lemma with wi = v\, w2 = v, <T\ = 0, a2 = Ai, 
/i = 0 and /2 = í yields Ai < 0. If /^ = 0 then A = 0 is an eigenvalue of (3), with v\ as 
an associated eigenfunction. On the other hand, if uofO)^ < 0 then either (a) v± > 0 in 
0 < x < /, or (b) vi > 0 in 0 < x < Xi < / and t?i(xi) = 0. If (a) (resp. (6)) holds, then the 
result Ai > 0 folíows from the Lemma with tui = v, w2 = v\, &i — Ai, a2 = 0, /i = 0 and 
l2 = l (resp. l2 — xi). 
If (ii) holds, then v0(0) ¿ 0, ax(U) ¿ 0 and either v0(l) = 0 and v¿(/)vo(0) < 0, or 
VO(I)VQ(0) > 0. Then, the second alternative (15) holds and, by the argument above, v\ > 0 
in 0 < x < l. The proof proceeds as in case (i). 
(5). The proof is similar to that of part (4), case (ii). 
REMARK 1. The type (A~, A° or A+) of the boundary conditions ís readily obtained once 
U (or Ux) is known ai x = 0 or /. This type has an obvious interpretation in the phase plañe 
of (1) with ut = 0. The sign ofl^ is connected with the slope ofthe bifurcation diagr&m of 
(l)-(2), with Í7(0) or UX(Q) as a "norm" to describe U, and l as a bifurcation parameter. 
REMARK 2. All possible valúes ofn, X and Y are covered in parts (l)-(5) ofthe theorem. 
REMARK 3. Equivalent results were obtained by Jetschke [6] for semi-linear equations (ut — 
Uxx + F(u)) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
REMARK 4. Infinite domains are treated similarly. Consider l — oo, / (0,0,0,0) = 0 and 
the second boundary condition in (2) is replaced by imposing that «(*,¿) € £2(0,00), or 
u(-,t) £ CuniffOjOo) (= the space of uniformly continuous functions in [0,oo), with the sup 
norm) for all t > 0. Let n and X be deñned as above, let a = ~fu/fr a t u = p — q = r = 0, 
and let Ai be the máximum ofthe spectrum of (3) (with U a stationary solutíon such that 
[/(oo) = 0 and the second boundary condition replaced byv€ L2(Q, 00), or v € CUnif[0,00)J. 
Then Ai < O ifn - O, a < O and X = A+; Ai = O ifn = O and eííher a = O and X = ¿+ 
or a < O and X = ,4o; and Ai > O if either n ^ 1, or a > O, or X = A~. This is proved 
by using the ideas above and some spectral theory (from, e.g., [7]) to deal with the essential 
spectrum, as in [8, Ch. 5, Appendix], IfEq. (1) is considered in —oo < x < oo, then linear 
stability properties of the stationary solutions are completely analysed with the ideas in 
e.g., [8, Sed. 5.4, p. 128]. Global stability properties are considered in [9], 
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